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When Grief Plays Tricks On Us
By: Debra Brock
Raindrops Founder
A mother whose baby was stillborn wakes up
in the night, believing she hears her baby
crying…A father shopping in a sporting goods
store catches a glimpse of a young man going
around the corner and, for a moment, thinks it
is his son…A woman feels a quiver in her
stomach, thinking her baby is moving, only to
remember the miscarriage she had experienced
the week before……
Grief is a very normal and natural response to
the death of someone we love. Most expect
that they will be sad, cry and not feel much
like being active in living for a short while.
What most parents are unprepared for,
however, is the intensity and duration of grief
and those irrational and unexpected grief
reactions, which occur. Not knowing that
these responses are common, parents may fear
they are “going crazy.”
In working with parents over the years, what I
have found is that grief reactions can differ
greatly between individuals.
There are,
however, some reactions which are
experienced often, although not always, by
parents. I would like to explore these with
you, because I believe that knowing one is
going through something which others also
experience can help one to feel less “out of
control,” and can help normalize the feelings
which seem so “abnormal” to the griever.
In the case of miscarriage, it is relatively
common for mothers to have thoughts of still
being pregnant. These are usually fleeting,
and often occur upon awakening, lying down,
or in a quiet moment during the course of a
busy day. A mother may feel a “flutter” or a
bit of morning sickness. This may be the body
adjusting to the post-pregnancy state, with a
shift in hormonal level as well as physical
changes.
A mother whose child died in pregnancy or as
an infant or small child may think she is
hearing her baby cry. This is a very common

response, and one I have heard of from
any moms over the years. Nighttime
seems to be a particularly susceptible time
for this, and it may or may not be
accompanied by dreaming.

warrant clinical intervention under
ordinary circumstances they are normal
responses during grief. If extreme or
prolonged, then one should seek
professional help.

Bereaved parents often have moments of
questioning the reality of the death, “Did
my child really die, or was there a mix-up
at the hospital?” It wounds crazy, but
even parents who have seen and spent
time with their children after death may
experience this as part of the longing and
pining that comes with grief. It can be
frightening, but most often is very normal.

The reactions to loss are not fun, and one
cannot minimize their intensity. It can
help, however, to realize you are not alone
in them, and they will not last forever.

Questioning the reality of the death is
particularly common in parents who have
had lack of closure. When circumstances
are such that the parents are unable or
choose not to view the body, the brain has
greater difficulty in processing the reality
of the event of death. A mother whose
child dies in a fiery crash may come home
from work and expect her child to be
sitting there, waiting to tell her there was a
mistake and she missed the flight.
In most instances, parents know that the
deceased is, indeed, dead. In rare cases,
proof of the death may be lacking and
investigation may be warranted. In cases
where proof of death is present and the
bereaved continues to question the reality
of the death, counseling intervention is
necessary. Most often, however, thoughts
are fleeting, and the reality is indeed a
reality. It is the longing and pining for the
deceased that leads the bereaved parent to
have these responses. When reality is too
painful, we revert back to our childlike
selves and experience magical thinking
like that of a child. This is very normal
and, although it may be disturbing, will
subside in the process of grief.
Other common “tricks” of grief include
forgetfulness, inability to concentrate, lack
of energy, disinterest in life, and
depression. While many of these might
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Things Rosie Taught Me That I’m
Thankful For
By: Rosann Umhoefer
BPUSA – St. Louis, MO
On July 3, 2003 our lives changed forever
when we lost our daughter Rosie in a car
accident. She was 20 years old, our baby!
For my husband and myself, her devoted
sister, her lifelong love and her countless
friends and family members, we reluctantly
began the painful journey of life without
Rosie. With the approaching holidays, I felt
thankless in my heart, although my mind told
me of my many blessings.
One sleepless night, I considered how, as
any mother, you work diligently to teach
your child the things they need to know to
live a fruitful, happy life. In a flash I
realized how much Rosie had taught all of us
how to live, without our even knowing it. So
the words began to flow as I recounted all
her traits and little quirks. More than
anything, she taught us the essence of love.
She is ever a part of us all! The following is
what Rosie Taught Us!
Clothes do not make a person.
Clothes do not have to match, especially
socks.
Fun socks really are fun.
If you can’t dress for fun, dress for comfort.
Once in a while really dress up, and knock
everyone out.
Treat your feet well.
Appreciate Avon. (one of Rosie’s favorite
expression – “damn that Avon.”)
Experience an electric toothbrush.
Learn the limits of fine hair.
Warts and hemorrhoids are a part of life.
Hives can be a big part of life.
Know that your best make-up is a beautiful
smile!
Fast food is great – especially Mickey D’s
no. 2 plain, super sized, or a bean and cheese
burrito plain.
A BLT works any time of the day or night.
Mac n’ cheese is a staple item.
How great are poached eggs!
French toast is a delicacy - minimum six
slices.
Smashing your sandwiches seals in the
flavor.
Homemade chili is food for the soul.
Chilidogs are a blast!
Drinking out of pretty cups and fun glasses
creates a mood.
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Love and support your buffets!
Always have salad – and sometimes more is
better.
Have coffee with sugar along with a Dr.
Pepper. (I’ll have to work on that one.)
It’s okay if your eyes are bigger than your
stomach – leftovers are great.

Rosie Umhoefer
Sleeping late is basic. (I really have to work
on that one.)
Naps are not only good, but also necessary.
Cushy throw pillows and warm throws are
essential.
Your bedroom is your domain – make it
special, make it you.
Make your bed as plush as you can.
Burn candles; save a few special ones, but
burn your candles.
Incense if fun too!
Sleep with your doggy. Be grateful for their
unconditional love.
Voice your opinion to the T. V. – get made,
be happy, cry.
(Another favorite expression of Rosie’s, “I
hate that Lifetime.”)
You don’t have to clean that often, but when
you do, do it thoroughly
Then burn some of your candles!
Be creative.
Express yourself.
Pursue what strikes your fancy.
Explore your many facets.
Do what you’re good at.
It’s okay to get frustrated.
Have fun at work.
Make your co-workers your friends.
Realize your friends are basic to your
existence. Confide in them; let them confide
in you. Provide a shoulder to lean on, or an
ear to listen when necessary. Let them know
they are important to you. Hold them dear.
Laugh with them, laugh at them and let them
laugh at you. Make them your extended

family. Support them. Enrich them.
Hold them dear. Love them!
Be kind to everyone!
Look for good in people.
Admire the changing seasons, but be
leery of the cold.
Appreciate nature.
Protect the environment. (Very
important to Rosie.)
Approach life with open arms.
Smile often.
Be genuine.
Be happy.
Laugh a lot. Laugh out loud.
Express your love a lot. Express it out
loud.
Love the children. Get down on their
level. Act crazy with them. Cuddle
with them whenever you can. Make
them know they are loved!
Pick your soul mate wisely – then “give
it all you got.”
Be faithful
Be supportive.
Be angry when you need to be, but
always add, “I love you.”
Be happy for them and with them.
Be honest – you can afford this luxury
if your love is true.
Be open.
Be willing to compromise.
Foremost, be true to yourself.
With that one, true, constant love all
this will be natural, difficult at times,
yes, but worth every ounce of effort,
because some loves exist beyond the
measure of time and distance. Some
loves are already eternal.
So, love with your whole self; heart,
mind, and soul. Worth repeating, love
with your whole self, heart, mind, and
soul.
MAKE EVERY DAY COUNT!
LIFE IS SHORT. LIVE IT TO THE
FULLEST!
Thank you for your life lessons, Rosie.
Love you!
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MARCH – A Month Of
Transition
By: Bob McCollough
TCF – Burlington Chapter

The first day of any new month seems reason enough to pause, perhaps, and reflect on
the significance or meaning that each of us might associate with a new month. For me,
March has always signified a time of transition, a slow but steady emergence from the
dark depths of winter into the first, but sure signs of spring. Something like the “light
at the end of the tunnel.”
This spring will have a different meaning for each of us. For some, especially the newly
bereaved, there will be a reluctance to accept it – a feeling of longing for the child with
whom we would have liked to share it. You may wish to ignore the signs of this year’s
spring, but it will happen anyway – you don’t have to enjoy anything. We understand
this feeling. It’s part of the guilt we feel for surviving the loss of a child. It just won’t
seem fair to you that the world goes on much the same as before.
Others of us, with the aid of time, sometimes much time, can face spring with a little
more resolve. The resolve to accept things the way they are. Somehow we learn to
recognize our limitations, and we stop hurting ourselves with guilt or with the
responsibility to change things. There is no way to change the fact that our children
have died. The only thing we can change is our self. Those children will always be
with us in our minds and our hearts. When we become secure in that belief, we will
have changed. The changed person can accept life again and still be faithful to the
memory of his child.

Sorrow Is Not Forever – Love Is
By: Michael A. Simpson
TCF – Birmingham, AL
From: The Facts of Death

So often, one attempts to face the whole future at once. But we will not
live that period all at once, only day by day. Don’t try to face twenty
years. Face today. When that has been achieved, face tomorrow. You
will find more and more ways in which you can cope. The Chinese have a
saying that a journey of a thousand miles starts with a single step. There is
no way you can take the fifteenth, or the two hundred-seventh step, before
you have taken the first.
It can be difficult to face going out again and resuming your regular
activities. It can take more courage to face the little things than the big
things in life. Going out shopping for groceries for the first time can
become an ordeal. Making the change more complete could help. Try a
different store, a different day or time, and go with a friend. When it
seems very hard to decide what to do first, maybe it’s not very important
where you start, as long as you start. Choose a simple task and get started.
Once you’ve begun, it will be far easier to set your priorities, and you will
have gained in confidence for already having achieved something.
Bereaved Parents USA

Special Notice
The cut off date for the May-June issue
of the newsletter will be April 10th.
If you would like to have your child’s
picture in the next issue, please send
your donation/love gift and a picture of
your child directly to the newsletter
editor with a self addressed stamped
envelope:
Sabra Penrod
26218 Bubbling Brook Drive
Foristell, MO 63348

TELEPHONE FRIENDS
ACCIDENT, AUTOMOBILE:
Katie VerHagen
(314) 576-5018
Steve Welch
(636) 561-2438
ACCIDENT, NON VEHICULAR:
Maureen & Chuck McDermott
(636) 227-6931
ADULT SIBLING:
Mark VerHagen
Traci Morlock

(314) 726-5300
(636) 332-1311

CANCER:
Dan & Mary Ann Smith

(636) 942-9115

GRANDPARENT:
Margaret Gerner

(636) 978-2368

HANDICAPPED CHILD:
Lois Brockmeyer
(314) 843-8391
ILLNESS, SHORT TERM:
Jean & Art Taylor
(314) 725-2412
ILLINOIS CONTACT:
Linda Moffatt

(618) 243-6558

JEFFERSON COUNTY CONTACT:
Michele Horrell
(636) 931-6552
MURDER:
Mata Weber
Butch Hartmann

(618) 972-0429
(314) 487-8989

OLDER PARENTS:
Bobbie Lantz

(314) 576-0978

ONLY CHILD:
Mary Murphy
Linda Long

(314) 822-7448
(636) 946-7292

SUICIDE:
Sandy Curran

(314) 647-2863

SINGLE PARENT:
Mary Murphy
Linda Long

(314) 822-7448
(636) 946-7292
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The Journey
By: Wayne Loder
TCF – Kansas City, MO
There once was an old man who journeyed
back to his hometown with the intent of
reminiscing about the good times, as well as
the sorrows he experienced as a young
father. High on the list of places he wanted
to visit was the elementary school his
daughter had attended.

how nothing ever remains the same.
Communities change. Buildings are here
today, gone tomorrow. Loved ones live –
and die. Even nations rise and fall.
But then the old man had another thought:
The love his daughter had passed on to him
still remained within his heart – 46 ears after
she had died.

First he would walk around the huge
playground where he had so often
brought his daughter to play. He
would stop at the slide, then the
swings and finally the monkey
bars, remembering the joy on his
daughter’s face as she moved
happy and carefree from one
adventure to another.

He realized that it didn’t matter if a day, a
year, a decade or a century were to pass.
The candle of love would continue to
burn bright in his heart. And he
thought how even an eternity from
now the love he still carried for
his
daughter
would
have
transcended his own death and
been returned to her a
thousand fold.

Then he would enter the school building.
His first stop would be the kindergarten
room. He could still see in his mind that
memorable day almost 50 years before, his
daughter’s outreached hand enclosed in his
fir, yet tender, grip. As they searched for her
classroom, their loving touch finally ended
as she walked through the open door to a
new stage in her life.

The old man turned his car around to head
back toward the highway. Taking one last
glance in the rear view mirror at the new
school, he understood that memories live on,
not because of a building or a classroom or a
playground. They remain alive inside us
because love outlasts even the sands of time.
A smile crossed his lips. His mission had
been completed!

The old man’s next stop would be the tiny
gymnasium where his daughter performed in
the holiday pageant. How beautiful she
appeared, dressed in soft white as she sang
“Silent Night, Holy Night.”

An Ordinary Day

Finally he would stop at her third grade
classroom.
The old man remembered
clearly the day he and his wife had stood
outside the closed classroom door, tears
streaming down their cheeks.
Finally,
gathering their courage, they entered the
room to comfort and talk with their
daughter’s classmates who, as yet, failed to
comprehend why they would never again see
alive the little girl they all considered their
best friend.
The anticipation grew strong as he neared
the street where the school stood. Arriving
at the spot, the old man wept at what he saw.
The plain white concrete structure he
expected was no longer there – a sleek
modern building stood in its place. An
asphalt parking lot covered the old grassy
playground.
Understanding that he would never be able
to fulfill his mission, the old man started
thinking about the transient nature of life –
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By: Richard Dew, MD
TCF - Knoxville, TN
From: Rachel’s Cry

It was just another day.
No one special came.
Nothing unusual happened.
The evening was the same.
Just an ordinary day
And the telephone rang.
From that moment on
forever
Everything was changed.

Do You Want To
Understand
By: Jan Brady
TCF – Des Moines, IA
You say to me, “It’s been a year, when
will your grieving end?
Why can’t you be like once you were,
my smiling happy friend?”
If you really want an answer, though I
wonder if you do.
I’ll take you deep inside me where
sadness dims the view.
First, my friend for your sake come
close and take my hand,
and we will pray that what I share you
won’t have to understand.
The “me” you once knew is no more, it
died right with my child
A voice that stilled forever yet, the echo
drives me wild.
You say you lost your Aunt Bertha so
you have seen death too.
Aunt Bertha, however was not your
child and she was eighty, not twentytwo.
I barely survived those first few months
coping was a dreadful task
I’d tell you I was doing fine, while
sobbing behind the mask.
If I talked about my precious child, you
turned away in fear.
You couldn’t stand to see me cry, nor
would you share my tear.
I wanted you to speak of him, please;
won’t you say his name?
But you pretended he never was so he
died over and over again.
Oh, I see you’re uncomfortable, you no
longer want my hand.
So as it was before we talked, my
friend, YOU DON’T WANT TO
UNDERSTAND!

Time does not really heal a broken heart –
it only teaches a person how to live with it!
Bereaved Parents USA

MEETING TIMES AND PLACES
BEREAVED PARENTS OF THE USA
St. Louis Chapter
P.O. Box 410350
St. Louis, MO 63141
(314) 878-0890
St. Louis Chapter Newsletter
EDITOR
SABRA PENROD
(636) 463-1580
newslettereditor@bpusastl.org
BEREAVED PARENTS OF THE USA
National Headquarters
P.O. Box 95
Park Forest, IL 60466

www.bereavedparentsusa.org
ADDITIONAL MEETINGS`
THIRD TUESDAY:
Parents/Murdered Children
7:30 p.m.
American Cancer Society Bldg.
4201 Lindell Blvd
Mata Weber
(618) 972-0429
Butch Hartmann
(314) 487-8989
LIFE CRISIS CENTER (Survivors of Suicide)
1423 S. Big Bend
St. Louis, MO 63117
(314) 647-3100
Meetings every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
P.A.L.S. (Parents whose life has been affected
by the loss of a child through suicide)
1423 S. Big Bend
St. Louis, MO 63117
Meetings – Second Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. & the
(314) 647-3100
4th Saturday at 10:30 a.m.

BUSINESS MEETINGS
The following is a list of future
Business Meetings of Bereaved
Parents of the USA:

Saturday

Mar 13, 2004
May 8, 2004

All business meetings start at 9:00
a.m. at the Creve Coeur Government
Center, 300 N. New Ballas Road,
(Meeting Room #1), located just
north of Temple Shaare Emeth. We
ask that two representatives from
each group try to be present to report
on their individual groups, and to
take back information received at the
meeting, to the group meetings.
Anyone interested in the business of
running our chapter is welcome to
attend. Any questions, Call Carol

Bereaved Parents USA

ST. PETERS/ST. CHARLES COUNTY (FIRST THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.)
Knights of Columbus Hall
2334 McMenamy Road
Facilitators:
Linda Long
(636) 946-7292 stpetersgroup@bpusastl.org
Norm Wasser
(314) 429-6526 norm1955@sbcglobal.net
MAR 4 – Changing Seasons – Small Group Discussions
APR 1 – How My Life Has Changed
MAY 6 – The Day My Child Was Born & Plant Exchange

SIBLINGS/FRIENDS ST. PETERS/ST. CHARLES COUNTY (FIRST
THURSDAY, 7:30 P.M.)
Meetings are at the same time and location as the St. Charles/St. Peters meeting
Facilitator: Sarah Ryan (314) 605-3949
siblinggroup@bpusastl.org
MAR 4- Realistic expectations for ourselves now
APR 1- April Fool's Day? No this is Reality
MAY 6- Ramblings of a grieving sibling (bring anything you have written)
SOUTH COUNTY (SECOND THURSDAY, 7:00 P.M.) Please note new time
Holy Trinity Church
Union & Reevis Barracks Road at I-55
Facilitator: Jane Nelson
314-664-0515 southgroup@bpusastl.org
MAR 12 – What lies ahead now that my child is gone?
APR 8 – Is It A Sign From My Child Or Am I Going Nuts?
MAY 13 – Plant Exchange
WASHINGTON, MO (THIRD TUESDAY, 7:00 P.M.)
Washington Ambulance Building
515 Washington Ave. (behind Rothschilds)
Facilitators: Rosemary Hornbuckle (636) 583-0661 washingtongroup@bpusastl.org
MAR 16 – To Be Announced
APR 20 – To Be Announced
MAY 18 – To Be Announced
NORTH COUNTY (THIRD SATURDAY, 9:30 A.M.) PLEASE NOTE NEW TIME
Gundaker Building
2402 North Hwy 67 (rear of building)
Facilitator: Vicki Pannebecker (314) 831-2625
northgroup@bpusastl.org
NOTE: Volunteer interpreter provided for the deaf or hearing impaired
MAR 20 – Book Review
APR 17 – Our Special Places
MAY 15 – Family Picnic – Time Of Meeting Changed to 12:00 p.m.
ST. LOUIS CITY GROUP (FOURTH TUESDAY, 7:00 P.M.)
Timothy Lutheran School (Lower Level)
6704 Fyler (corner of Ivanhoe and Fyler)
Facilitator: Sandy Curran (314) 647-2863 citygroup@bpusastl.org
MAR 23 – Dreams And Unusual Happenings
APR 27 – The Day My Child Died
MAY 25 – My Child’s Humor
WEST COUNTY (FOURTH THURSDAY, 7:00 P.M. Please note the new time)
Congregation Shaare Emeth
11645 Ladue Rd. (corner of Ballas & Ladue).
Facilitator: Lucy Reinhart
(314) 771-1977
westgroup@bpusastl.org
MAR 25 - Ask It Basket
APR 22 – Alienation And Grief: “Stranger In A Strange Land”
MAY 27 – What Happened To The Old Me, And Who Am I Now?
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Love Gifts

```

(Donations Received)

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

James E. Hurst
Mom, Dad & Son James
Miss you always
Love you always
From: Paulette Hurst

Brad Nickerson
03/23/1969 ~ 03/21/2000
On His 35th Birthday
Love from Mom & Family
(Duchess & Baron too!)
From: Patricia Freeman

In Memory Of
Tony Saputo
02/12/1957 ~ 03/16/1991
We all love and miss you so much.
Mom, Dad, Tina, Polly, Linda,
Michael and Nancy.
From: Anthony & Ann Saputo

What Is A Love Gift?
A “Love Gift” is a donation made in your child’s memory. Bereaved Parents of the USA is a totally self-supporting and our
chapter runs entirely by volunteers. Our expenses are paid totally by our own fund raising efforts and by your donations
“Love Gifts.” If you send in a donation/ love gift and would like to have your child’s picture on this page, please send a
picture with a self addressed stamped envelope to Sabra Penrod, 26218 Bubbling Brook Dr., Foristell, MO 63348. Thank You
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Love Gifts
(Donations Received)

In Memory Of

In Memory Of

Matthew Joseph Taylor

Keith J. Dyvig

From: Dennis and Charlotte Carvelho

From: Anna Beirne (Mother)

In Memory Of
Natalie Gayle Mehlman
Love, Mom
From: Julie Ann Forb

Bereaved Parents USA
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ST. LOUIS BULLETIN BOARD
LET THEIR LIGHT SHINE
The Lowcountry, South Carolina Chapter of
Bereaved Parents of the USA cordially invites all
bereaved parents, grandparents and siblings to
Historical Charleston, South Carolina for the 9th
annual Bereaved Parents of the USA Gathering.

Transportation to Gathering
in Charleston.
Anyone interested in going to the Gathering by
motorcoach please contact Dave Hoekle 636-3328097 Or Vicki Pannebecker 314-831-2625

July 9-11, 2004
Clarion Hotel-Charleston Airport
7401 Northwoods Blvd.
Charleston, SC 29406
Phone: 843-572-2200
(Free Airport Shuttle)
Registration $15 per person
Hotel $82.88 inclusive for up to 4 persons in
room
Total Meal Price $69.83
Includes: Breakfast on Fri., Sat. & Sun. and
Lunch and Dinner on Fri. and Sat.
We hope that you will plan to join us for a
weekend that includes: Speakers, Workshops,
Sharing Sessions, Hospitality Room, Meditation
Room, Book Store, Butterfly Boutique, Picture
Presentation and renewing old friendships and
making new ones.
For further information, contact:
Dolly Criswell, Chairperson
1717 Oak Point Road
Charleston, SC 29412
Phone: 843-762-4022
Email: BP2004Gathering@aol.com
Information Brochure and Registration Forms are
located on the National BPUSA website:

www.bereavedparentsusa.org
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Add A Memorial On The BPUSA
Website
www.bpusastl.org
There are two ways to honor your child.
1. Web Sponsor – The web sponsor makes a $20
donation to BPUSA-St. Louis and your child’s
picture is displayed on the home page of the
BPUSA-STL website for 1 month. You can
also write the scrolling message above your
child’s picture (25 words or less). To be a
sponsor is on a first come first serve basis.
2. Web Memorial - is at the “Meet Our Children”
sections of the website. The cost is a one time
$25 donation. Your child’s name will be
added below the group name you would like to
be associated with. If you click on the child’s
name, then it will bring you to their web page
where your child’s picture and story (optional
and one page limit) will be presented.
Please contact Terrill Struttmann (through the
website) to have your child added to our website.
When sending in your donation, please specify that
you want to be a web sponsor or to add your child to
the web memorial.

Bereaved Parents USA

continuing to grieve for what I could not
give, or do for, Brian was selfish.

Infant/Toddler Page

Brian’s Rainbow
By: Kimberly A. Harder
Michigan City, Indiana
A cold drizzle fell from a slate-gray spring sky
as I left the florist shop, carrying a spray of
blue, sweetheart roses tied with a baby blue
ribbon. The weather matched my spirits as I
drove very slowly to my destination: the
cemetery where my firstborn son, Brian, was
buried. The flowers were to
commemorate his sixteenth
birthday, which in a
heartbreaking twist of fate
was also the anniversary of
his death due to a complication of my pregnancy.
Brian’s birthday had always
been difficult for me. Every spring the wound
in my heart seemed to reopen, and vivid
recollections of losing my child haunted me
for days. The heartache was made worse by
the fact that I had been so ill before and after
his delivery that I never even got to see Brian,
to hold him and say goodbye.
He had been laid to rest with only his father, a
priest, and the undertaker in attendance. The
lack of a service to honor Brian’s brief time on
earth hurt deeply and continued to do so every
year. Added to my grief and regret was my
inability to place any permanent decoration on
his grave. He was buried in the middle of his
uncle’s plot, and adornment were not allowed
in order to accommodate the cemetery lawn
mowers.
I felt tears slide down my cheeks as I neared
the cemetery, when suddenly the sky cleared,
the sun burst out, and a gorgeous rainbow
appeared. The weight on my heart lifted, and
it was as if a voice was telling me how
wonderful Brian’s life in Heaven must be.
What more could I have ever given to him or
what could be attain on earth greater than the
happiness he shares with our Father?

When I got home, I called my dad and
eagerly recounted how that miraculous
rainbow had appeared. Through a voice
choked with tears, my father said to me,
“That was Brian’s rainbow. He probably
had God send it to you to let you know
how happy he is and to make you feel
better.” Even as my father said it, I had
the same beautiful thought!
This year, I was blessed with
what I like to think of as
another sign of Brian’s
happiness. The supervisor of
the cemetery was kind enough
to move Brian’s headstone to
the head of the plot so that I
could finally plant a permanent
remembrance and decorate the grave as I
wished.

When I took my son’s birthday flowers to
place on the headstone, I was amazed to
see plants growing out of the little plot
where the stone had been for all those
previous years! I felt it was Brian’s way
of saying, “See Mom, you always wanted
to have flowers growing here, so there you
are!” I took a few of the seedlings and
planted them in my garden at home, where
they took root and flourished into a
beautiful, full-bloomed plant.
Even though I had wanted so much to
celebrate my son’s birthday, I was the one
who received the gifts:
A rainbow,
flowers, and peace in my heart.

Just Once
By: Barbara A. Daniels
Lenexa, Kansas

Just Once, I wish I could have spent a late hour rocking you
in my arms.
Just Once, I wish I could have gently lain you in your crib, I
wish I could have changed a diaper, chosen an outfit for the
day, given you a bath, soothed your skin with lotion…
Just Once, I wish I could have heard you cry out in
loneliness for me, spent time alone with you, just the two of
us, strolled you proudly through the shopping mall …
Just Once, I wish I could have heard the words, “What a
beautiful, healthy baby girl!” Just Once.

As I stood at Brian’s grave I still felt twinges
of sadness, but I thanked God for giving me
the opportunity to provide my son with the gift
of life that allowed him to enter the heavenly
kingdom without every knowing a day’s
suffering. I was also grateful that seeing that
rainbow finally allowed me to understand that
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Grief And Humor
By: Karen Story
TCF – Montgomery, AL

breathing, waiting for the daylight, ready
(even against our will) to live again?

Quite often after a class or workshop about
grief, people have commented about my
“wonderful sense of humor.” Of course,
honest compliments are always pleasant, but
I don’t know … I still am puzzled about the
meaning of humor for the grieving process.
It’s true; a somewhat ‘light-hearted’
approach seems very comfortable and
natural for me. Yet, I sometimes feel selfconscious – because I worry that I’ll hurt
someone’s feelings when I invite an
audience to laugh with me. Is it insensitive
to encourage smiles and laughter in a
workshop (for instance) including newly
bereaved parents?

Surely, tears are necessary here – but what
about laughter? Doesn’t it seem as if we
know that both tears and laughter will help
us to keep going, to live again, and to enjoy
life again? And we can come to see laughter
as an affirmation of our dead children. We
would not want to tell them, would we, that
they are the cause of our unremitting sadness
from this day forward …

When I first heard one of Darcie’s
(Note: Darcie Sims is a TCFer
who
presents
outstanding
workshops at various conferences
and is known for a humorous, but
understanding, approach to the
grieving
process.)
dynamic
messages, I didn’t quite know what
to do with the fun we were having.
Knowing how deeply many of the
grievers present were suffering, it seemed
almost callous to laugh at anything … But
then I watched the faces around me – there
were lots of tears, as always, but there were
just as many smiles.
Nobody looked
uncomfortable, puzzled, or offended. I had
the distinct impression that the grievers
present were grateful for these moments of
laughter. As for myself, I felt just fine, but
perhaps that was true because I was not a
newly bereaved parent. Since then, my
tendency to laugh broke through my earnest
good intentions. At first, there were just
unguarded moments of “the jollies’ – after
which I felt like apologizing for my
callousness. But as more and more friendly
people came to say that they liked the
humor, I began to ‘give in.’ Today I am no
longer afraid to promote laughter. But I still
don’t quite understand how humor and grief
go together.
Grief is such a serious thing. It breaks your
life apart; it leaves you confused and
powerless. Grief is the pain without words;
grief is a relentless force, grief will not yield
the field without enormous struggle. And
yet, in the middle of all this emotional
hardship there is a deep and resonant voice
saying ‘LIFE GOES ON’ – and does it also
say “YOU WILL HEAL?’
Is there
something in our spirit that keeps us
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We will not let the pain of their loss obscure
the wonder of their life. We loved and
enjoyed them enough to carry on after them.
We want to do our finest living in their
memory, to work hardest at the really
important things on earth – as the Little
Prince says:
“the things that are
invisible.”
Perhaps that’s the meaning
of humor for grievers.
Humor is the bridge
between pain and hope.
The humor we welcome
into our grieving lives
helps us to do the best we
can do for ourselves and for the
memory of the children who did not remain
with us.
If our humor has a hard time getting started,
that’s natural, too. We have to learn how to
go on, don’t we? Yet we should be careful
not to rush other grievers into humor, or we
will surely offend some newly bereaved
parent or sibling with what may seem like
insensitive levity. But we can give laughter
a definitive place in our grieving – even if
laughter serves at first only as a reminder of
our badly shaken sense of humor. Lastly,
laughter becomes the symbol for promise of
hope and healing. Did I finally get that
right?
When I am asked what has helped me the
most in coming to grips with the death and
absence of my son, I have to say I have been
helped the most by attending TCF meetings,
and becoming involved with the chapter in
his memory. TCF helped me understand
many things; among them that laughter was
OK.
This was difficult, but I knew
somehow I had to learn to laugh again. I
MADE myself watch humorous TV shows
and videos, such as ‘Victor Borge’ and ‘Bill
Cosby 49.’ I had to force myself because
my heart wasn’t into humor anymore, and
there was an awful guilt that accompanied
the thought that anything could ever be fun

or funny after that awful disaster. But
laughter was part of my life as a person,
wife and mother, and I needed the soulrepairing chemicals that laughter
provides the human body.
One of the things I loved about my son
was his sense of humor, dry wit and
funny quips. The sound I still miss the
most is his laughter and teasing giggles.
Many of us struggle with regaining
humor and enjoyment of life in any
capacity. This is part of what we have
to re-learn when our lives are tuned upside-down with the end of life, as we
know it. I wish for you a gently return
to a livable life … and I hope humor
will be part of that life.

Owner Wanted
This beautiful basket was left on the
snack table at our 2003 Candlelight
Ceremony held in December.
It is black metal with a mosaic tile
center.
If this basket belongs to you, or if you
know who is the rightful owner, please
contact Sabra Penrod, (636) 463-1580
or email saboots@att.net.

The best and most beautiful things
in the world cannot be seen or even
touched. They must be felt with the
heart.
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Making Peace With Grief
By: Carissa Miller-Avino
TCF – Bergen-Passaic
I first met the monster called grief in 1987. He
came to me with his usual dramatics, as my
mother’s screams echoed through my head
over the death of her son. He ended my life,
as I once knew it.
Grief masked himself in my denial. “These
things don’t happen to us. It can’t be true.
This is just something that needs to be fixed,
and tomorrow we’ll go back to being jus the
same.” Grief is sly. He waits silently in the
wings of our lives until we are convinced he
can never touch us, then strikes when
we least anticipate him.
Grief
overcame me in the following days, and
my mind defended me against him with
its vagueness. Minutes turned into
hours and days into weeks – and they
all seemed to run together, at times
quickly and then agonizingly slowly.
Bits and pieces of lucidity remain with
me; those are the times that Grief
treasures.
The horror of Grief is indescribable in words.
I was angry and sad and giddy and dazed at
the same time that I was emotionless. Concern
overcame those around me regarding my “lack
of communication”.
How could I
communicate Grief? How could I describe the
demon that haunted my dreams, and worse,
my reality? What if I talked about him and he
gained the upper hand? What if I could no
longer control the monster? It was much
easier to deny him for the time being – or so I
thought.
With a false sense of
accomplishment, I believed Grief was under
control. After several months (closer to a
year), I coasted, thinking Grief was long gone,
and I could live without him.
Grief, however, is relentless and doesn’t stop
feeding until he has fully satisfied his appetite
for our lives and minds. Panic attacks began
eighteen months after Brad died. I began
losing weight, then gaining weight … working
through the night, then skipping the next week
… I couldn’t sleep, then I would sleep for
sixteen hours at a time. My heart pounded so
powerfully that I thought it would come
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through my chest. I was convinced there
was a physical condition. Something had
to make me feel so out of control. It
couldn’t be the old friend, Grief. I had
gotten rid of him a long time ago.
Grief is clever; he convinced me he was
gone and then, slyly and quietly,
manipulated me right back into his grasp.
Like an intruder in the dark night, he
softly walked up behind me and grabbed
on, once again, with all his might. When I
recognized him, he changed. My panic
and depression turned into anger. How
clever he is; ever changing his form and
shape so I could never
identify or anticipate his
attack. I became angry
and confrontational with
absolutely
everyone.
Grief is greedy; he takes
no prisoners and wants
to affect as many
innocent bystanders as
he can.
Grief owned me – for a
time. He made me jealous of anyone he
hadn’t touched. He made me obsess on
his existence. He made decisions for me:
decisions to leave a job that I loved,
decisions to be careless with my safety
and decisions to hurt the most important
people in my life.
Happily, Grief has an enemy; Time. Time
weakens Grief and makes me stronger.
Time separates the horrifying episodes
associated with Grief and allows me some
peace in between. Time helps me to smile
again and sometimes, even to forget that
Grief is patiently waiting for his next
attack.
Grief has taught me, to be stronger, to
understand the importance of loving, to
appreciate each day as a gift, to know the
true significance of everyday happenings.
Most of all, Grief taught me to remember
what we had and what we lost and what
we will have again someday. He taught
me the importance of sibling love and
family unity. He taught me not to take

any gift for granted, whether the love of
my parents or a kiss from my husband.
Grief is devoted; he refuses to leave me.
Today, however, we walk together. We
don’t fight as we did when we first met,
but we treat each other with mutual
understanding and respect. I know he’s
there, and I’m able to recognize him more
easily now. I’ve accepted him as part of
my new life, and he’s loosened his grip
and allowed me the upper hand.

My Sister,
My Friend
By: Catherine Hall
TCF – Hinsdale, IL

With our hearts
you will always be.
Our minds will be
filled
with sweet
memories.
Your spirit and love
will never be gone
For each life you
touched
will carry
them on.
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Bereaved Parents Of The USA

CREDO
We are the parents whose children have died. We are the grandparents
who have buried grandchildren. We are the siblings whose brothers and
sisters no longer walk with us through life. We come together as
Bereaved Parents of the USA to provide a haven where all bereaved
families can meet and share our long and arduous grief journeys. We
attend monthly gatherings whenever we can and for as long as we believe
necessary. We share our fears, confusions, anger, guilt, frustrations,
emptiness and feelings of hopelessness so that hope can be found anew.
As we accept, support, comfort and encourage each other, we demonstrate
to each other that survival is possible. Together we celebrate the lives of
our children, share the joys and triumphs as well as the love that will
never fade. Together we learn how little it matters where we live, what
our color or our affluence is or what faith we uphold as we confront the
tragedies of our children’s deaths. Together, strengthened by the bonds
we forge at our gatherings, we offer what we have learned to each other
and to every more recently bereaved family. We are the Bereaved Parents
of the USA. We welcome you.
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